
Would you believe…
 y that fungi are more like insects than they 

are like plants?

 y that up to 95% of plant and tree species 
cannot live without their fungal helpers?

 y that for every person on earth there are 
approximately 2 tons of fungi?

 y that some mushrooms have been known 
to grow so big as to be mistaken for 
sheep?

 y that there is one fungus that is thought to 
be 1500 years old?

 y that there are fungi that glow in the dark?

 y that fungi can be found on every 
continent in the world, including 
Antarctica?

Praise for The Fungus Files 
“Through her dedicated efforts, Stewart has 
achieved something extraordinary: a well-illustrated 
introduction to the fungi that covers many aspects 
of this numerous and unique group of organisms, 
while making the information accessible to children 
in several different grades. Many of the graphics are 
extremely graceful, and they are in turn enhanced by 
several different kinds of word puzzle. In many places 
she has also inserted aids for teachers, and she leads 
the students on in graduated steps, so that they can 
be instructed to whatever level they are capable of 
absorbing. Both teachers and children will learn many 
new and fascinating things, and this is all the more 
exciting because the fungi, despite their tremendous 
importance and ubiquity, are usually almost ignored in 
the school curriculum...”

--Bryce Kendrick, author of  The Fifth Kingdom
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A co-operative, rather than competitive, 
learning approach is recommended 
where appropriate.

Fungi are the perfect kingdom to use to 
introduce even your youngest students to 
ecology by highlighting concepts such as:

 y mycorrhizal relationships (i.e. fungi 
that work in harmony with plant 
species)

 y symbiosis (e.g. the marriage of fungi 
and algae in lichens) 

 y our relationships with fungi, both 
beneficial (e.g. antibiotics, food 
sources, biological control of insects) 
or adversary (e.g. agricultural 
diseases and human pathogens). 
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Fungi—The Hidden Kingdom
OBJECTIVE
• To provide students with basic knowledge about fungi

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The following text provides an introduction to the fungi. It is
written with the intention of sparking curiosity in this fascinating
biological kingdom.

TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS
1. As a class, brainstorm everything you know about fungi.
2. For younger students, hand out the question sheet before you

begin the teacher read and have them follow along and
answer the questions as you read.

3. For older students, inform them that they will be given a
brainteaser quiz (that is not for evaluation) after you finish
reading the text.

4. The class can work on the questions in partners or groups and
then go over the answers as a class. Discuss any particularly
interesting facts and encourage further independent research.

K-3 ADAPTATION
1. To introduce younger students to fungi, you can make a KWL

chart either as a class or individually. A KWL chart is divided
into three parts. The first tells what a student KNOWS (K)
about a subject before it is studied in class. The second part
tells what the student WANTS (W) to know about that subject.
The third part tells what the child LEARNED (L) after studying
that subject.

2. Share some of the fascinating fungal facts presented in the
“Fungi—The Hidden Kingdom” text with your students.

COMPREHENSION QUIZ ANSWER KEY
A.1.F; 2.T; 3.F; 4.T; 5.T; 6.F
B. wheat
C. 1 500 000
D. tin cans
E. roots
F. all of these; 
G. Irish potato famine
H. recycling
I. mowing the lawn

GRADES 
4-6 with a K-3 adaptation

TYPE OF ACTIVITY 
Teacher read/comprehension

MATERIALS
• copies of page 11  
• pencils

VOCABULARY 
bioremediation
chitin
fungi
habitat
hyphae
kingdom
lichens
molds
mushrooms
mycelium
mycorrhizae
nematodes
parasitic fungi
photosynthesis
protozoan
rusts and smuts
saprophytic fungi
seed
spore
symbiotic fungi
yeasts

Activity 0.1


